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THE VENETO

T

he leading wine-producing region of the
north in terms of volume (vast seas of
pinot grigio are a case in point), the Veneto
is also home to several well-known clas
sic wines, including amarone, Valpolicella,
Soave, and the fun sparkler Prosecco.
Both the region and its beloved city of Venice
take their names from the Veneti, the tribe that
settled in the area around 1000 BCE. As one of
the leading ports and commercial centers of the
medieval world, Venice was a link between the
Byzantine Empire in the East and the emerging
countries of northern Europe. Its trade in wines,
spices, and food, as well as its wealth and accom
plishments in art, architecture, and glass produc
tion, laid the groundwork for Venice to become
one of the most sophisticated cities in all of Italy.
From Venice and the Adriatic coast, the plains
of the Veneto stretch inland through fairly flat
farmland until they come to the lower foothills of
the Alps and the border with Trentino-Alto Adige/
Siidtirol in the northwest. Much of this land is fer
tile and extremely productive, which helped set
the scene for the ambitious scale of viticulture
that took hold in the 1960s and 1970s. Industrial
amounts of poor-quality Soave, Valpolicella, and

other Veneto wines were commercially produced
and shipped off to the United States and Great
Britain, where the cheap wines sold like hotcakes.
As sales soared, the reputation of those wines spi
raled ever downward.
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VENETO WINES

The Quick Sip

ON WINES OF THE VENETO

THREE OF ITALY'S classic wines come
from the Veneta-the white wineSoave, and
the reds Valpolicella and amarone.
SOME VENETO WINES are made by
dehydrating the grapes after they are har
vested, a process known as appassimento,
which concentrates the sugars in them. The
two classics of this genre are the dry red
wine amarone and the sweet red recioto di
Valpolicella.
ONE OF THE VENETO'S most popular
wines is the well-known sparkler Prosecco,
and the top-quality version of it: Conegliano
Valdobbiadene ProseccoSuperiore.

APPASSIMENTO AND PASS/TO

Appassimento and passito are two words essential to

understanding the wines of the Veneto. Appassimento
is the process of drying harvested grapes in order to
raisinate the grapes and concentrate their sugars. The
process takes months and is done either by spreading
the clusters of grapes on straw mats or racks or by
hanging them up in special drying rooms. Dry wines
(like amarone) and sweet wines (like recioto di
Valpolicella) are both made this way. Passito is a more
general Italian term for any wine made from grapes
that have been dried or partially dried by undergoing
the appassimento process.

LEADING WINES
AMARONE red
CONEGLIANO VALDOBBIADENE
PROSECCO SUPERIORE white
(sparkling)
PINOT GRIGIO white
PROSEC CO white (sparkling)
SOAVE white
VALPOLICELLA red
VALPOLICELLA RIPASSO red
WINES OF NOTE
BARDOLINO red

Today, while those cheap, commercial ver
sions still exist somewhere on the bottom shelves
of supermarket aisles, the top small producers
especially in Soave-have mounted a quality
revolution.
Ingeniously, as of the 1700s, the Veneto, a rela
tively cool-climate region, began making more con
centrated red wines than a northern wine region is
traditionally capable of-the kind of fuller-bodied
red wines that one would expect to find in the
sunny south of the country. What made this pos
sible was the process called appassimento, in which
bunches of harvested grapes are laid on racks or
hung up in cool drying rooms in order to dehy
drate the clusters and concentrate the sugars inside
them. The goal of the process-historically as well
as today-is either to increase a dry wine's alcohol
and body or to make a sweet wine.
In the Veneto, the dry wine amarone is made this
way, as are the sweet wines recioto di Valpolicella
and recioto di Soave. Indeed, some sweet wines
in the Veneto are not only made by appassimento,
but they are also affected by the noble rot Botrytis
cinerea, which concentrates the grapes even more.
The Veneto's famous sweet wine Torcolato from the
producer Maculan, for example, is made primarily
from native Vespaiolo grapes that have been lightly

BIANCO DI CUSTOZA white
CABERNET SAUVIGNON red
CHARDONNAY white
MERLOT red
RECIOTO DELLA VALPOLICELLA
red (sweet)
RECIOTO DI SOAVE white (sweet)

affected by botrytis and also go through the app
assimento process. (The wine is gorgeously bal
anced, with striking raisin, orange, vanilla, green
tea, and roasted nut flavors.) The name of the DOC
Torcolato ("twisted" in Italian) refers to the spe
cial way the region's workers tie bunches of grapes
with twine, twisting them so that each bunch
hangs freely, surrounded by air, ensuring perfect
dehydrating.
Lastly, the Veneto is home to one of Italy's most
successful sparkling wines: Prosecco. The top ver
sion of it-Conegliano Valdobiaddene Prosecco
Superiore DOCG-is made in the undulating hills
31 miles (50 kilometers) north of Venice, a place
so strikingly beautiful that it is a UNESCO World
Heritage Site.
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WINEGLASSES:
A HIST ORY AND ITALY'S EARLY ROLE

Every year since 2016, Italy has made
more sparkling wine than any other
country in the world, according to the
OIV (International Organisation of
Vine and Wine). Italy's achievement
has been driven in large part by the
skyrocketing success of Prosecco,
which, at 660 million bottles a year,
now makes up more than 10 percent
of all Italian wine produced.

[F

The Land, the Grapes, and
the Vineyards

A

Ithough the northern and western parts of the
Veneto can be quite mountainous, the region is
less influenced by the Alps than either of its neigh
bors, Trentino-Alto Adige/Sildtirol or Friuli Venezia
Giulia. Both the Adige and Po Rivers, on their way
to the Adriatic Sea, flow across the broad plains of
the Veneto, creating large expanses of rich, sun
drenched farmland where wheat, com, and rice plus
vegetables and fruits, including grapes, grow pro
fusely. (Polenta and risotto are culinary specialties
here). Since great wines in general come not from
fertile soil but from the opposite, the Veneto's best
vines tend to be planted near hills, on well-drained
volcanic soil interspersed with sand, clay, and gravel.
The Veneto can be divided into three zones: the
north, the west, and the center. In the Veneto's
northern hills, above Treviso (held to be the radic
chio capital of Italy), Conegliano Valdobbiadene
Prosecco Superiore is made.
In the far west, near Lake Garda and the volcanic
mountain range of Monte Lessini, the traditional

wines amarone, Soave, Valpolicella, and Bardolino
are produced, as well as bianco di Custoza, one of
those simple sorts of white wines that taste best
when drunk in a bar (the wine, not you) in the
region where they're made. Verona, the major city
in the west, is one of Italy's wine capitals; each year
for more than fifty years, the country's largest wine
exhibition, Vinitaly, has been held here. (Verona
is also where Shakespeare's "star-crossed lovers,"
Romeo and Juliet, fell in love and-alas-died.)
The center of the Veneto, from Venice to
Vicenza, is the source of several different types
of wine, ranging from simple Merlots, Cabernet
Sauvignons, Chardonnays, and bland, overpriced
Pinot Grigios of no particular distinction (hello,
Santa Margherita ...) to more exciting wines, espe
cially from around Breganze, Colli Berici, and Colli
Euganei.

Soave

S

oave comes from the castle-topped hillside town
of the same name, near Verona, in the western
part of the Veneto. Once one of the noble Veneto
wines, Soave sadly underwent decades (from the
1960s to the 1990s) of overproduction that ruined
its reputation. During this time, the Soave area was
greatly enlarged to include swaths of flat valley
land, and massive amounts of cheap, bland wine
were produced from high yields of the dull grape
Trebbiano Toscano.

rom the beginning of time, drinking vessels
From their invention until the beginning of the
have taken their inspiration from natural forms:
nineteenth century, wineglasses were used mainly
hands cupped together, the conical horn of an
by royalty, and principally on special occasions.
animal, a gourd split into two bowls, a flower and its
The purchase of a single wineglass was considered
stem. Such simple images as these, combined with a serious investment, and at the most prestigious
the materials available throughout history, have given
banquets, one glass might be shared by several dinner
us an incredible range of containers for wine, from guests. If the host was especially wealthy, the banquet
the animal skins of the ancient world to the plastic glasses might include some intentionally designed
with a rounded bottom and no stem. Such glasses
tumblers of today.
made the party livelier, since only cups that had been
But if any one substance was meant to carry wine,
it is glass. In the first century BCE, mouth-blown drained of their contents could be put down, lest the
goblets, beakers, and bottles were already being liquid spill out. These glass cups were the forerunners
made in the Mediterranean and Near East. These early of our tumblers.
vessels were extremely precious and rare.
In the nineteenth century, glass production
Remarkably, modern glasses are made in
soared as blowing techniques improved. Glass
essentially the same way ancient ones were. Basically, houses capable of large-scale manufacturing began
common sand-which contains silica-is combined
to emerge. The process of making glasses in molds
with soda ash and limestone. The mixture is then fired
was invented. Glassmaking quickly achieved a scale
at intense heat, up to 3O9O° F (17OO°C), causing the of production that allowed sets to become affordable.
substances to melt together. After firing, the molten
Glasses became even greater status symbols. At all
blob is blown by mouth {or machine) and shaped.
of the best dinner parties, each guest's place would
be set with numerous goblets: one for Champagne,
Glassmaking reached its zenith in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries on the island of Murano,
one for white wine, one for red, one for Sherry or Port,
near Venice, Italy. There, glassmakers were held
and so on.
as virtual captives of their guild. Any glassblower
One of the more curious assumptions at this
caught trying to escape from the island or revealing time was the idea that glasses intended for white
wine should be smaller than those intended
the secret of Venetian glassmaking
--�.....,�
..�
was punished by death. Murano glass ,':;:"'=:...:....-._-.r,m for red. Was white wine considered lesser in
potential complexity and importance? Less in
is still considered among the finest in
need of oxygen to open up? {Neither is true.)
Europe.
Meanwhile, in England, perhaps the
Some scholars surmise that white wines were
single greatest innovation in glassmaking
associated with femininity and therefore served in
had been stumbled upon. In 1674, a glass
smaller glasses.(As a feminist, I'm sighing here.) Or
merchant named George Ravenscroft
maybe there was a simple, practical reason. Before
discovered that adding a small amount �N:.".,.
the advent of refrigeration, white wines would
of lead oxide and flint to molten glass
� have been served only cellar-cool. Maybe smaller
made it more malleable. Elaborate
glasses were intended for smaller pours and more
......... ,...designs could now be etched and cut
frequent topping up, to keep the wine as cool as
!fzl,<fl.S'I
into the lead crystal. Moreover, after .,,,......,.,..,,
possible.
being formed, lead crystal was more
By the beginning of the twenty-first century,
wineglasses came in a dizzying array of options,
brilliant and durable than simple glass.
from varietally specific glasses to those designed
In yin-yang fashion, more beautiful
for the wines of specific regions, to glasses designed
glasses became an incentive to create
'l::cV'lrUlll'.9
around flavor concepts such as crispness and
better, clearer wines that were as lovely
boldness.
to look at as they were to drink.

Wf
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For grape name pronunciations, see the Grape Glossary, pages 684-704.

WHITES

+ CHARDONNAY: Important
if minor grape in the Soave blend.
Can also make some attractive
modern, international-style wines,
but more often they are merely
decent.
+ GARGANEGA: Indigenous to
the Veneto, where it is a leading
grape. The dominant grape in Soave,
where it is blended with so-called
Trebbiano di Soave (Verdicchio
Bianco).
+ GLERA: Probably originally
native to the lstrian peninsula
(now part of Croatia), near Friuli
Venezia Giulia's far eastern border.
The principal grape in the popular
sparkling wines Prosecco and
Conegliano Valdobbiadene Prosecco
Superiore.
+

PINOT BIANCO (PINOT BLANC):
A minor grape in the Veneto in terms
of production, but when used as part
of a blend it contributes good body.

+

PINOT GRIGIO (PINOT GRIS):
Makes volumes of decent but often
neutral-tasting light wine.

+

TREBBIANO DI SOAVE:
Despite its local name, not actually
a Trebbiano, but rather the grape
Verdicchio. Good-quality grape

blended with Garganega to make
Soave and bianco di Custoza.

+ TREBBIANO TOSCANO:
A neutral-tasting grape used in
cheaper versions of Soave and
other Veneto whites.
+

VESPAIOLA: Native grape.
The name comes from vespe
("wasp"), a reference to the wasps
that are attracted to the ripe grapes.
The source of some interesting
dry white wines, and more-famous
sweet ones.

REDS

+ CABERNET SAUVIGNON:
With a few notable exceptions,
made into relatively insubstantial
wines.
+

CORVINA VERONESE:
Leading native red grape, usually
known simply as Corvina. Thanks
to its good structure and aromatic
complexity, it and Corvinone are the
lion's share of the blend in amarone,
Valpolicella, and most Bardolinos.
The name may be derived from
corvo ("crow:• a reference to the
black color of the grapes).

+

CORVINONE: Important
native grape. Corvinone means
"big Corvina," but DNA typing
reveals the two grapes are not

related. Often interplanted in the
same vineyards with Corvina,
Corvinone is a leading grape with
Corvina in amarone, Valpolicella,
and Bardolino. Adds greater tannin
and body than Corvina.

+ MERLOT: Mostly made into
simple, serviceable, but uninspired
wines.
♦ MOLi NARA: A very minor
blending component in the
wines amarone, Valpolicella, and
Bardolino. Appreciated for its
acidity, but generally lighter in body
and lower in overall quality than
Corvina and Corvinone.

+ NEGRARA: A minor blending
component in the wines amarone,
Valpolicella, and Bardolino.
♦ OSELETA: Rare blending grape
once thought to be extinct but
rescued and revived in the 1990s
and now used in small amounts by
some producers in their amarones
and Valpolicellas. Appreciated for
its dark color and significant tannin.
♦ RONDINELLA: The next most
important grape, after Corvina and
Corvinone, in amarone, Valpolicella,
and Bardolino. Rondinella means
"small swallow." The shape of
its leaves is said to resemble a
swallow's tail.

delicious limeyness of Pieropan's Soave Classico
is off the charts-a sensation that's as fresh and
cooling as drinking icy-cold water from a moun
tain stream.)
Two of the absolute champions when it comes
to Soave are the just mentioned Pieropan family
(whose top Soaves are the exquisite single-vineyard
versions called "La Rocca" and "Calvarino"), and
Anselmi (whose single-vineyard Soave is "Capitel
Foscarino"). Roberto Anselmi actually renounced
the designation Soave years ago to protest the
commercial versions, and from the 1999 vintage
on, his wines are labeled IGT and have only pro
prietary names. Other top producers to look for
include Pra, Bertani, Guerrieri Rizzardi, Cantini di
Castello, Gini, Coffele, La Cappuccina, Inama, and
Tamellini.
Finally, each year a tiny amount of sweet Soave
is made from Garganega grapes using the appas
simento method. Recioto di Soave is made from
very ripe grapes that have been put in special dry
ing rooms, allowing the grapes to raisinate and
their sugars to concentrate. Since fermentation
is halted before all of the sugar is converted into
alcohol, recioto di Soave is sweet. Although made
in small amounts, it is one of the true specialties
of the Veneto and can be a wonderously delicious
wine. (Try the recioto di Soave from Pieropan called
"Le Colombare," or the one from Anselmi called
"I Capitelli. ")

d'Alpone. A further step up in quality and a DOCG
is Soave Classico Superiore. Grapes for these wines
are generally riper and must come only from hill
side vineyards that have a high minimum plant
ing density and a low maximum yield.
At their best, Soave Classico and Classico
Superiore are wines full of personality-fresh,
vivid, citrusy, minerally, steely, and at the same
time soave-"suave" or "smooth" in Italian. (The

he Veneto's ubiquitous sparkling wine (and the
T
wine behind Italy's famous Bellini cocktail),
Prosecco is made principally from Giera grapes (by
law, 85 percent), sometimes with small amounts of
indigenous grapes such as Verdiso, Bianchetta, and
Perera added in or, for rose Prosecco, up to 15 per
cent of Pinot Noir blended in.
When I first drank Prosecco decades ago, I imag
ined that it was all pretty much the same boring
stuff. Wrong. At the time, I was drinking basic,
inexpensive Prosecco. It constitutes most of the
Prosecco that's made, and it comes from large
swaths of flat, fertile land in the Veneto and in
neighboring Friuli. This is gulpable Prosecco at its
most forgettable (and lots of it is cheap).

PINOT GRIGIO DELLE VENEZIE
Pinot Grigio delle Venezia is not, as the name
might seem to imply, a wine from the Veneta, but
rather a Pinot Grigio that can be made from grapes
grown across a vast area covering the Veneta,
Friuli Venezia Giulia, and Trentino (although not
Alto Adige). An export manager's cash cow come
true, about 20 million cases of this just-about
tasteless, inexpensive wine are made each year.

Since then, Soave has built back its reputa
tion through a revolution in quality. "Real" Soave
today is made from the traditional indigenous vari
ety Garganega (at least 70 percent for Soave DOC
wines) with Trebbiano di Soave (not Trebbiano
Toscano) and/or Chardonnay making up the bal
ance. It's produced in the original, smaller Soave
Classico zone on the steep volcanic and limestone
hills above the towns of Soave and Monteforte

Prosecco and Conegliano
Valdobbiadene Prosecco
Superiore

The phenomenal growth of Pinot Grigio has been a
constant for the past two decades. In Italy between
2000 and 2015 alone, vineyard acreage devoted to
the grape rose by 532 percent.

A very big step up in quality and flavor is
Conegliano Valdobbiadene Prosecco Superiore
DOCG, luckily generally referred to simply as
Prosecco Superiore. (The full name looks harder
to pronounce than it is. Give it a try: con-NELL
yanno Val-doe-bee-AH-di-nay Pro-SEC-oh Su
pair-ee-or-AY). The tiny vineyards for Prosecco
Superiore (tended by some three thousand local
families) are located in the historic small zone of
high-elevation hills in and around the towns of
Conegliano and Valdobbiadene, between Venice
and the Dolomite Mountains (part of the Southern
Limestone Alps). Many of the vines here are old
some as much as a hundred years old.
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The Bellini
taly's legendary summertime cocktail, the
� Bellini, is a combination of icy-cold spar
kling Prosecco and fresh white peach
juice. The drink was invented in the 1930s at
Harry's Bar, in Venice, which employed one
man each summer-when peaches were
ripe-to do nothing but cut and pit small,
fragile Italian white peaches (never the yel
low variety) and then squeeze them by hand
to extract the fresh juice so that a bartender
could immediately mix it with Prosecco in a
tall glass (never a wineglass). Today, many
Bellinis are made with frozen white peach
juice and any sort of sparkling wine, but in
the Veneta, a Bellini isn't a Bellini unless it's
made with Prosecco.
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Finally, there's one more designation to know
about if you want to drink top-notch Prosecco
Superiore, and that's Cartizze. Cartizze is, in effect,
the Grand Cru of Conegliano Valdobbiadene. A
tiny, beautiful, high-elevation hilly area of just
267 acres (108 hectares), it sits entirely within
Valdobbiadene and is among the most expensive
real estate in all of Italy. The soils here tend toward
marl (a type of limestone) and sandstone, and the
wines are among the most lovely of all Proseccos,
and considered an exquisite accompaniment to
risotto.

In the late afternoon, virtually every
bar in Venice pours glass after glass
of Prosecco, which the civilized, chic
Venetians consider revitalizing, if not
obligatory, after working all day.
While a very small number of Proseccos are
made via a second fermentation in the bottle (like
Champagne), the vast majority of Proseccos (basic
and Prosecco Superiore) are made by the Charmat
process, whereby the second, bubble-inducing fer
mentation takes place inside large tanks (not in
each bottle). This second fermentation takes a
minimum of just thirty days and has the effect
of emphasizing Glera's fresh aromatics and fruit
iness. (The Charmat process is sometimes called
Charmat-Martinotti, because it was first developed
in 1895 by Italy's Federico Martinotti and a decade
later was adapted and modified by the Frenchman
Eugene Charmat.) By contrast, sparkling wines
made by the traditional (Champagne) method of
second fermentation in each bottle tend to have
more yeasty, bread dough-like flavors from long
periods spent on the yeast lees.
Like most sparkling wines worldwide, most
Prosecco is dry-either Brut or the somewhat more
mellow Extra Dry.

Among Prosecco Superiores are special ones
designated as rive. A rive is a prized, hand-tended
vineyard grown on the narrow crest of a very
steep slope. Such slopes were the result of glacial
movements by the Alps, as well as the desiccation
of ancient seabeds that once covered the area.
There are forty-three communes (villages) where
Proseccos can have rive status. The word rive will
be listed on the label along with the commune's
name and the vintage.

SOME OF THE BEST PRODUCERS OF CONEGLIANO
VALDOBBIADENE PROSECCO SUPERIORE
• Andreola

• Masottina

• Bianca Vigna _____
• BISOL

• Perlage

• Montelvini

----

• Borgoluce

• Umberto Bortolotti

• Carpene Malvolti

• Val d'Oca

• Malibran

• Villa Sandi

Amarone

ig, dense red wines the world over are unques
tionably the product of quite ripe grapes, and
quite ripe grapes in tum are the product of warm,
sunny places. Historically, this simple fact meant
that most relatively cool regions, and the Veneto
is one, learned to be satisfied making lighter reds
or specializing in crisp whites. How, then, did the
Veneto get to be famous for amarone, an intense,
full-bodied wine with almost syrupy thickness? By
the special process called appassimento. Here's how
amarone comes to be:
The name amarone means "great bitter one," and
the wine is made near the town of Verona in the
Valpolicella region. (In fact, the wine's proper name
is amarone della Valpolicella.) The grapes are the
same as those that are used for Valpolicella: mainly
Corvina and Corvinone (by law, at least 45 percent)
plus 5 to 30 percent Rondinella and then a maxi
mum of 25 percent of what in Italy is called OARG
(Other Authorized Red Grapes), although no single
one of these other authorized varieties can consti
tute more than 10 percent of the blend. In the case
of amarone, the other reds could be some twenty
different varieties, including Oseleta and Negrara.
But while the grapes for Valpolicella are picked
during the regular harvest, a small percentage of
grapes (historically about 40 percent) are left to
hang on the vine a little longer, achieving extra
ripeness before they are picked. These are the grapes
that can become amarone. Next, the best whole
bunches of these ripe grapes are spread on bamboo
shelving or left hanging in the air in a cool drying
room (called a fruttaio) for three to four months,
although the exact amount of time varies from pro
ducer to producer. This causes the grapes to shrivel,
further concentrating their sugar and flavors. As
they dehydrate and raisinate (possibly today with
the help of a computer-controlled dehydration
unit), the grapes lose up to a third of their weight,
mostly water. When the grapes are finally crushed
and fermented, the resulting wine is opulent, full
bodied, and, at 15 to 16 percent alcohol, signifi
cantly higher in alcohol than a regular Valpolicella,
which averages around 12 percent. Amarones are
then aged for two years or more (four years for the
riserva) before release. Traditionally, amarone was
aged in botti, large Slovenian casks, and.today the
traditional ones still are, although more modem
producers favor small French oak barrels.
The labor-intensive method of appassimento
not only adds to the wine's cost, but in a northern
B

climate that tends to be rainy, the process itself is
also risky. Mold (other than the beneficial mold
Botrytis cinerea, which some producers encourage)
can take hold, causing the amarone to have aromas
and flavors that verge on dank rather than deli
cious. But when the winemaking is above reproach
and the grapes selected for dehydrating are only
of the highest level, an amarone can be spellbind
ing-powerful almost to the point of Portlike con
centration, and packed with mocha, black licorice,
fig, and earthy flavors.
In the end, amarone is essentially a dry recioto
della Valpolicella. In fact, the first amarones
were made in the 1950s and called "recioto della
Valpolicella amarone" to distinguish them from
the sweet wine recioto della Valpolicella. In the
1960s, there were just seven producers of recioto
della Valpolicella amarone. In the 1990s, the word
recioto was dropped, the word amarone was placed
first, and the wine took on its modem name: ama
rone della Valpolicella, or just amarone. There are
now some 350 producers.

AMARONE MEETS PARMIGIANO
Despite the common assumption that all red wines
taste good with cheese, many cheeses are salty,
fatty, and microbial enough to hollow out the flavor
of red wines and make them taste neutral and
flat Amarone-which stands up to even dramatic
cheeses-is an exception. At 15 to 16 percent alcohol
and with a Portlike body and deep bitter-chocolate,
mocha, dried fig, and earthy flavors, powerhouse
amarone is considered one of the great dry reds for
cheese. In Italy it is often drunk with bite-size chunks
of well-aged Parmigiano-Reggiano.

SOME OF THE BEST PRODUCERS OF AMARONE

-----• Bertani
--• Dal Forno Romano
--• Marchesi Fumanelli
• Marion
- - �--• Masi
---

• Roccolo Grassi
--

• Giuseppe Quintarelli
_

• Zyme

• Allegrini

• Begali Lorenzo

• Michele Castellani

---

• Serego Alighieri

• Speri
• Tedeschi
• Tenuta Sant' Antonio
•Tommasi
---

• Tommaso Bussola

• Zenato
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Valpolicella and Bardolino
ike amarone,Valpolicella is made primarily from
Corvina and/or Corvinone (at least 45 percent),
along with Rondinella (no more than 30 percent)
plus a bevy of other reds in small amounts (none
of these other reds can, by itself, constitute more
than 10 percent of the blend). Get ready, because
five distinct types of Valpolicella are made.
First is the basic, lightweight stuff simply labeled
as Valpolicella. It's not aged, can come from any
where in the now large Valpolicella denomination,
and is skippable. Valpolicella Classico is a bit bet
ter and refers to wines that come from the original,
smaller Valpolicella zone.
Better still is Valpolicella Classico Superiore,
which must be aged a year in oak before release and,
in practice, commands better grapes. Valpolicella
Classico Superiore wines can have some nice dried
cherry and licorice flavors, but they are still pretty
humble wines.
A more flavorful, fuller-bodied kind ofValpolicella
(production of which is on the increase) isValpolicella
ripasso. It's made by taking the newly made
Valpolicella wine and refermenting it on ama
rone lees and pomace (the spent yeast cells and
pulpy mass of seeds and skins left over after the
amarone has fermented). Valpolicella ripasso is
left in contact with the super-flavorful amarone
lees/pomace for a couple of weeks, during which
time the wine picks up more flavor as well as
extra color, tannin, and structure.
The word ripasso comes from the verb ripas
sare-"to pass over" or "to do again." An old
technique, ripasso harks back to the feudal
mezzadria system (see The Law of Mezzadria
and "Promiscuous" Farms, page 272) when,
in Italy, nothing of any value was ever dis
carded. In particular, the producer Masi has
been at the forefront of making Valpolicella
ripasso. Theirs, which was the first, is called
Campofiorin.
Finally, there's a fifth kind ofValpolicella,
and it dates from the late Middle Ages:
recioto della Valpolicella. Recioto della

Valpolicella was the predecessor of amarone, and,
like it, is made from the ripest grapes, which have
been put in special drying rooms, allowing the
grapes to dehydrate, raisinate, and their sugar to
concentrate. In the case of amarone, virtually all
that sugar is converted into alcohol, thereby cre
ating a dry wine. But for recioto della Valpolicella,
fermentation is halted before all of the sugar is con
verted into alcohol, so a recioto wine is sweet. Only
a tiny amount of recioto della Valpolicella is made,
and it can be terrific-a rich, sweet, but not saccha
rine red wine that is supple and complex and just
waiting for an oozingly creamy Italian cheese, like
a ripe Taleggio.

The word recioto derives from recie,
dialect for "ears," in this case referring to
the protruding lobes, or ears, of a cluster
of grapes. Because they are exposed to the
sun, the ears often have the ripest grapes.
The top producers of Valpolicella in its various styles include Allegrini, Begali Lorenzo,
Boscaini, Buglioni, Corte Sant' Alda, Dal
Forno Romano, Giuseppe Quintarelli, Masi,
Monte del Fra, Musella, Tedeschi, Tommaso
Bussola, and Zenato.
Although often thought of as a stand
in for Valpolicella and made from the same
grapes, Bardolino (named after the town of
Bardolino on Lake Garda) is quite different.
An utterly simple, more-pink-than-red
quaffer, Bardolino is very light bodied,
with faint cherry flavors and sometimes
an edge of spiciness. It is drunk by the
carafe with pizza in the modest tratto
rias along the lake. Bardolino Classico,
from the original district surrounding
the town, is a more interesting wine
than simple Bardolino. When turned
into an inexpensive rose sparkling wine,
Bardolino is called Chiaretto, and is very
popular in summer.
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SPARKLING
BISOL

I CAMPI

"CREDE" I CONEGLIANO VALDOBBIADENE PROSECCO
SUPERIORE I BRUT I NONVINTAGE I 85% Giera,
10% Pinot Bianco, with Verdiso

"CAMPO VULCANO" I SOAVE CLASSIC □ I
B5% Garganega, 15% Trebbiano di Soave

A really good Prosecco Superiore \',\l..l)()UIM)(,.�f'ltOStttO ll.lt'lalOJtl OAC'k, li
immediately makes you feel
@
as though you could drink it all
day long. That's the case with
i3is6t
;1542
Bisol's sparkler called "Crede"
local dialect for the clay soils
that cover the foliated hills
(once an ancient seabed) of
Valdobbiadene. Lovely and fresh, the wine has wonderful purity,
delicate fruit, frothy playful bubbles, and a gingery/peachy/vanilla-y
crispness. The Bisel family has been making wine since 1542.
UT

WHITES
PIEROPAN
LA ROCCA I SOAVE I CLASSIC □ I 100% Garganega

Almost from the time they arrived in
Soave in the late 1800s, the Pieropan
family have been considered the top
producer of Soave Classico. Among
other firsts, they were the first to
make single-vineyard wines there,
including their legendary La Rocca,
made from grapes grown on terraced,
chalky hillsides nearly 1,000 feet
(305 meters) above sea level. As
La Rocca J richly textured as beeswax, La Rocca
fairly vibrates with minerals, spices,
and a fresh oceanic salinity. And for all of its creamy softness, the
wine also has a delicious limey freshness. La Rocca's sister Soave
Classico is the single-vineyard Calvarino (the name of the vineyard
is a reference to Calvary, where Jesus Christ died on the cross),
another of the most elegant, complex Soaves, and a wine that
reverberates with peach, fennel, and white pepper flavors.

PlEROPAN

I Campi ("The Fields") was founded
I CAMPI
in 2006 by Flavia Pra, who, as the
nephew of Graziano Pra, owner of
the Pra winery, was undoubtedly
born with a silver spoonful of
Garganega in his mouth. The
Campo Vulcano
Campo Vulcano vineyard lies in
SOAVE
the hills of Monteforte d'Alpone,
�•ar.-c..,,.,,_
Cl.ASSICO
just east of Verona, where the soils
are full of black volcanic stones,
which Pra believes impart a strong
mineral thrust to the wines. "Campo Vulcano" shows what makes
Garganega so lovely-an aromatic burst of peaches and vanilla,
followed by flavors of sage, thyme, and peppery greens like arugula.
The push-pull of creaminess and minerality is both fascinating
and delicious. The top Soaves like this one reveal an elegance that
makes great Soave one of Italy's top white wines.

REDS
INAMA
"ORATORIO DI SAN LORENZO" I CARMENERE I
RISERVA I COLLI BERICI I 100% Carmenere

r

Carmen ere is forever associated
in my mind as one of the great
red grapes of Chile. But here
in the Colli Berici hills west
of Venice, it has grown since
ORATORIO
the mid-nineteenth century,
01 SAN LOlENZO
COUJ BEIUO
and the small, family-owned
....,-,�:�::��!-...."'''·
CAI\MENEI\E RISER.VA
winery lnama makes a stunning
riserva wine from it. The wine
is deep, savory, and richly layered with whooshes of white pepper,
green tobacco, cassis, and sparks of minerality. If you pour it into
a decanter to open it up (and you should, because it's tightly
structured), you can stand by and taste as the flavors explode like
fireworks. This is the time for a T-bone steak done Italian style,
or the meatiest lasagna ever. The wine is named "Oratorio di San
Lorenzo" after a small Romanesque church built in the eleventh
and twelfth centuries that overlooks the vines.
INAMA
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ALLEGRINI
AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA I CLASSICO I
45% Corvina, 45% Corvinone, with Oseleta and Rondinella
Allegrini's amarones are
massive when young
wines of enormous tannin,
alcohol, and richness. Their
black fig, raisin, vanilla, and
black licorice flavors-all
counterbalanced by a noble
amaro-like bitterness-only
hint at the deliciousness
and complexity that are in store after the wine has aged a decade
or more. I always find that their finish seems never quite ready to
surrender. This is the sort of amarone that begs for roasted lamb
or duck. The Allegrini family has made wine in the Veneta since
the sixteenth century. Besides amarone, they are known for their
two 100 percent Corvina single-vineyard wines, La Grala and La
Poja. Their home, Villa Della Torre, with its massive fireplaces
built inside stone sculptures of terrifying lionlike creatures, is a
restored fourteenth-century palazzo that during the sixteenth
century was a center for intellectuals, artists, and the clergy, who
hoped to establish a new approach to religion, spirituality, and the
relationship between nature and culture-an approach historians
sometimes refer to as Evangelism.

AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA I
75% Corvina, 20% Rondinella, with Molinara
The Boscaini family has been
making wine since 1772, when
y-;;;;;;;-;MASI :-;;;;;;;y
IO SC A IN I •
they acquired prestigious
vineyards in the small valley
called Vaio dei Masi. Mazzano, an
ancient, small, terraced vineyard
of marl soils, sits at more than
1,000 feet (305 meters) on a
hillside. It's the source of grapes
ALC 16%BYVOL
that, only in great years, are
made as a limited-production,
-�t/t)e-.A5350cc/.t.
-�-single-vineyard amarone. And
it's sensational. Impenetrably jet-black in color, it's beautifully
balanced, with precision, power, elegance, and a vivid sense of
aliveness. The aromas and flavors seem to rush back and forth in
the glass, between roasted coffee beans, black olives, black figs,
black licorice, vanilla bean, exotic spices, and bitter chocolate. In
the small restaurants of northern Italy, amarones like Masi's are
drunk with hearty slabs of roasted meat or chunks of strong, salty
cheeses.
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The first amarones were made in

TENUTA SANT' ANTONIO

the 1950s and called "recioto della

"ANTONIO CASTAGNEDI" I AMARONE DELLA
VALPOLICELLA I 70% Corvina and Corvinone,
20% Rondinella, with Croatina and Oseleta

Valpolicella amarone" to distinguish

Tenuta Sant' Antonio's amarone has layer upon layer of complex
aromas and flavors, from sweet black figs and black licorice
to wild herbs, sarsaparilla, and vanilla beans. Woven through
these are the high soprano notes of a great balsamic vinegar
and the complex bitters of an Italian amaro. But most of all,
this estate is known for the finesse, balance, and cashmere
texture of its amarones, the result of picking the grapes
early (so the overall sugar level in the grapes is low) and
making the wine only in the very best years. Founded in
1989 by the Castagnedi family (four brothers), Tenuta
Sant' Antonio is in the eastern part of Valpolicella,
where the soils are interspersed with limestone.
Campo dei Gigli ("Field of the Lilies") is the estate's
most important vineyard, but this estate's "Antonio
Castagnedi" amarone dedicated to their father,
Antonio, is stunning.

della Valpolicella. Eventually the word

them from the sweet wine recioto
recioto was dropped and amarone

moved to the front of the name.

